ROSTER OF ABSTRACTS PRESENTED AT NEARC 2015

2015 winners in the different categories were as follows:

Clinical Sciences research:
1. Hayden Rockus (U-Mass) "Liposomal Bupivacaine in Total Knee Arthroplasty"
2. Briggs A, Joyce MF, Raja AS, Yule SJ, Jiang W, Lipsitz SR, HavensJM. (Tufts Medical Center, BWH) "The Role of Non-Technical Skills in Simulated Trauma Resuscitation"

Basic Sciences research:
1. Scott A, Walz JM, Heard SO (UMASS) "Clinical Calibration of Noninvasive Pulse Oximeters"
2. Gopinath A, Nelson C, Gupta A, Bonney I, Schumann R (Tufts Medical Center) "Blood products, crystalloids and rapid infusion: An experimental study"

Best Case Reports were:
1) Anupama Gopinath "Accidental Inclusion of the Guiding Loop Monofilament in the Bronchial Stump Suture Line"
2) Jonathan Argo "Strategy and Decision Making for a Patient with a Diminished Collaborative and Reasoning Capacity for Cesarean Hysterectomy"
3) Brian Gebhardt "Use of Nebulized Heparin and N-Acetylcysteine in the Management of Inhalation Injuries"